


“That monumental parking lot divided the city in half, turning into a mirror and a reflection – but the mirror kept changing 
places with the reflection. One never knew what side of the mirror one was on“.

Robert Smithson
A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey, 1967



Fractal Table#1, V5 (On Fractals) 
Detail



fractal table

Initially created in connection with Fractal Spaces, a series of industrial suburban landscapes mounted on mirror, 
Fractal Table is a three dimensional piece conceived for the reinterpretation of different bodies of work, inclu-
ding texts and photographic archives. It consists in an industrial drafting table whose wooden top is covered with 
an anodized steel sheet, a surface on which elements held by magnets and clamps are displayed in changing 
compositions. Blurring the line between art piece and exhibition, the installation is conceived as a man-sized 
sketchbook: a mobile and versatile studio where visual experiments as well as written researches on the social 
mutations and environmental destructions brought about by globalization are assembled.

Once a landmark furniture in planning and engineering, the drafting table is now largely replaced by computers. 
Turning it into a sculptural piece convenes various references in terms of work environments: its tilt angle al-
ludes both to the lecterns of the pre-digital libraries and to the consoles commanding today’s automated indus-
trial processes; its steel top, reminiscent of wall panels in photo labs, allows compositions in overlapped windows 
as on a digital screen. On this multi—semantic space, photographs and texts are contextualized in relation with 
one another and with the exhibition space. Their status as documents is questioned as, mostly printed on trans-
parent films, they are laid on mirrors refracting them as well as reflecting the viewers.

Build with a used table from a mirror company, Fractal Table #1 was shown as a processual piece during Fractal 
Factory, a solo show at Galerie Binome in 2018. Five successive versions explored different issues: V1 On Light, 
V2 On Document and its Double, V3 On Housing, V4 On Extraction, V5 On Fractals. Test prints, mobile snapshots, 
screencaptures and models were linked with personal writings, quotations (Bruno Latour, Thomas Pynchon, 
Robert Smithson...), archives, maps and photographs collected on the Web. 

Fractal Table #1 is meant to be the prototype of a series of tables reflecting on post-industrial society and the 
anthropocene. 



Fractal Table#1, V1 (On lLight)
Detail - UV print on glass, mirror, screencapture of a photograph 
by Albert Renger-Patzsch printed on transparent

Fractal Table#1, V2 (On Document and its Double)
Drafting table, wood table top, anodized steel sheet (80x170 cm), 
evolutive content (5 versions): mirrors, glass sheets, lambda prints,
transparent prints, models. 
Fractal Factory, solo show, Galerie Binome, 2018



Fractal Table#1, V2 (On Document and its Double) 
Detail - C-print, abstract from Territorism, screencapture of 
Pitheads by Bernd and Hilla Becher printed on transparent



Fractal Table#1, V3 (On Housing)



Fractal Table#1, V3 (On Housing)
Detail - Transparent test print of the Fractal Spaces series, model mounted on mirror



Fractal Table#1, V3 (On Housing)
Detail - Transparent test print, abstract of Territorism, 
screencapture of Colorado Springs, Colorado by Robert Adams printed on transparent



Fractal Table#1, V4 (On Extraction)



Fractal Table#1, V4 (On Extraction)



Fractal Table#1, V4 (On Extraction)
Detail - abstract from Mason & Dixon by Thomas Pynchon,
Screencapture of Smelting Works, New Almaden by Carleton Watkins printed on transparent



“Haven’t we been saying, with an hundred Blades all the day long,— This is how far into your land we may strike, this is 
what we claim to westward. As you see what we may do to Trees, and how little we care,— imagine how little we care 
for Indians, and what we are prepar’d to do to you. That Influence you have felt, along our Line, that Current strong as a 
River’s,— we command it. We might make thro’ your Nations an Avenue of Ruin, terrible as the Path of a Whirl-Wind“.

Thomas Pynchon, Mason & Dixon, 1997



Fractal Table#1, V4 (On Extraction)  
Detail

Fractal Table#1, V4 (On Extraction)  
Detail - Quotation from Facing Gaia by Bruno Latour, 
mobile snaphot of Etienne Jules Marey’s photographic gun at 
Musée des Arts et Métiers, Paris



Fractal Table#1, V5 (On Fractals)  
Industrial drafting table, wood table top, anodized steel sheet (80x170 cm), mirrors, glass sheets, lambda and transparent prints, models



Fractal Table#1, V5 (On Fractals)
Detail - UV print on glass, black mirror, clamps, magnets



Fractal Table#1, V5 (On Fractals)  



Fractal Table#1, V5 (On Fractals)
Details



“On this drafting table, it is indeed the territory of the work that unfolds itself rhizome-like, traveling endlessly between 
words and images“.

Héloïse Conesa
Head curator, contemporary photography, Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF)
Extract from a conversation for The Photocaptionnist
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